
BN Brandon Nguyen
Kokomo, IN 46902 (765) 210-7238
brandonthedev360@gmail.com

WEBSITES

PROFESSIONAL
SUMMARY

Hello nice to meet you, my name is Brandon Nguyen, and I'm an aspiring Web
Developer. My story started out as a lost college IUPUI undergraduate majoring
in Psychology. After the realization I didn't know what I wanted to do with my
career, so on a whim I attended an introductory course at Eleven Fifty. After that I
discovered my new found appreciation for Computer Science and Web
Development at Eleven Fifty Academy as a student.
If you would like to get to know more about me please use my Contact Me form
below.

SKILLS HTML
CSS
JavaScript
PostgreSQL
Express

React
Node.js
Git
Bootstrap
TypeScript

PROJECTS Puppeteer Web Scraper
https://github.com/BrandontheDev360/Puppeteer-WebScraper

Utilizes a new import 'Puppeteer' which is a headless browser.
Screenshots the whole Website Page and saves it as png file.
WebScrapes and stores the Top 50 Anime Title, Episodes, Year it was
Aired, and members from 'https://myanimelist.net/topanime.php' in text file
as list from the pages content.
WebScrapes and stores the Top 50 Anime Rankings from
'https://myanimelist.net/topanime.php' in text file as list from the pages
content.
Utilizes Node.js

API Project 1 : Cat Fact Generator
https://brandonthedev360.github.io/API-Project-1/

Generates Cat Facts when you press the "Get a Cat Fact" Button
Utilizes fetch to pull data from an external API
Use of DOM manipulation to display data from the API to html.
Utilizes Async/Await
Deploy to Github Pages

https://www.linkedin.com/in/brandon-nguyen-webdev360/



API Project 2: Pokedex
https://brandonthedev360.github.io/Pokedex-API/

Utilizes fetch to pull data from an external API
Use of DOM manipulation to display data from the API to HTML.
Utilizes Async/Await
Deployed to GitHub Pages
Uses bootstrap

API Project 3 : Crypto Dashboard
https://api-project-2-d8574.web.app/

Fetches Data from the CryptoRanking's API and displays the top 50
Crypto Currencies
Crypto Currency Data updates off refresh.
Utilizes fetch to pull data from an external API
Utilizes an API Key
Use of DOM manipulation to display data from the API to HTML.
Utilizes Async/Await
Deploy to Firebase
Uses bootstrap
Utilizes CORS
Make sure to go to the CORS link and request 'Temporary Access' then go
back to Crypto Dashboard and refresh.

Simple JavaScript Game
https://brandonthedev360.github.io/Simple-JavaScript-Game/

Uses JavaScript in a different way helped me gain a new understanding of
JavaScript
Utilizes DOM manipulation to loop png files to simulate a game.
Deployed to GitHub Pages

WORK HISTORY 04/2021 to CURRENTPROCESS ASSISTANT

Amazon

Maintained working knowledge of latest industry techniques, methods and
equipment.
Identified and resolved process issues to encourage smoother procedures,
more efficient workflow and overall business growth.

04/2020 to 08/2020ECOMMERCE SPECIALIST

Kroger

Maintained working knowledge of company products, services and
promotions.
Interacted with and sold to e-commerce customers and delivered prompt



and courteous service.
Managed financial tracking and inventory coordination

04/2020 to 06/2020OPERATIONS ASSOCIATE

FedEx Ground

Submitted quote requests to suppliers to determine best rates for
organization.
Streamlined office operations by computerizing activities, managing
customer communications, scheduling payments and tracking records and
documents.

EDUCATION Eleven Fifty Academy
Full Stack Web Development

Psychology

Indiana University - Purdue University Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN


